BASIC CERTIFICATION COURSES:

Law Enforcement Basic Certification Course..................... Pierre................................. March 8 – June 5, 2020
Law Enforcement Basic Certification Course..................... Pierre................................. August 16, 2020 – November 13, 2020
Law Enforcement Basic Certification Course..................... Pierre................................. November 15, 2020 – February 26, 2021
Law Enforcement Basic Certification Course..................... Pierre................................. February 28, 2021 – May 28, 2021

911 BASIC CERTIFICATION COURSES:  **Optional EMD Courses Available-See below**
911 2 Week Basic........................................ Pierre...................................................... February 24 – March 6, 2020
911 2 Week Basic........................................ Pierre...................................................... June 1 – 12, 2020
911 2 Week Basic........................................ Pierre...................................................... September 28 – October 9, 2020

ADVANCED TRAINING COURSES:  *GRANT/OTHER COURSES - please mail applications to hosting agency indicated.
Career & Officer Survival for Dispatchers........................ Pierre................................................ January 14, 2020
The Winning Mind for Women Unleashed (Open to Public).... Pierre................................................ January 15, 2020
*Basic FTO (Field Training Officer)................................. Pierre SDHP............................ January 27 – 31, 2020
Threat Pattern Recognition Instructor Course..................... Pierre................................................ February 3 – 7, 2020
Instructor Development........................................ Pierre................................................. February 10 – 14, 2020
Event Data Recorder (EDR) Use in Traffic Crash Recon Level II... Pierre NOTE DATE CHANGE ........ March 2 – 6, 2020
DWI Detection & SFST Instructor Course ......................... Pierre................................................ April 20 – 24, 2020
Instructor Development for Telecommunicators............... Pierre........................................... April 27 – May 1, 2020
Criminal Interdiction........................................ Pierre..................................................... May 4 – 6, 2020
*The Bulletproof Mind ........................................ Sioux Falls......................................... May 13, 2020
D.A.R.E. Instructor Training...................................... Pierre............................................. June 8 – 20, 2020
School Sentinel Training........................................ Pierre............................................. June 15 – 26, 2020

This is the 2020-2021 tentative schedules of training courses offered by Law Enforcement Training. If you are interested in attending any of the schools, contact us at (605) 773-3584 and mail applications to Law Enforcement Training, 1302 E. Hwy 14, Pierre, South Dakota 57501 or fax (605) 773-7203. Reservations to attend these courses should be made no later than 45 days prior to the course.

LAW ENFORCEMENT BASIC CERTIFICATION COURSE

This is a course that all officers are required to attend within 1 year from their hire date. All applicants must submit the 4 page L.E.S. form along with 2 blue FBI Applicant fingerprint cards.

Domestic Violence/Sexual Assault Training: The SD Network against Family Violence and Sexual Assault offers training to law enforcement on responding to domestic violence, sexual assault, and/or stalking calls. This training is FREE! The training is provided by a law enforcement officer, a prosecutor and an advocate. The training team will come to your jurisdiction at NO CHARGE. The only things you have to provide are a place to hold the training and the people. The team does everything else. The training can be customized to meet your time schedule and topic needs. Please contact Jackie Goosen at 605-731-0041 for more information or to set up training.

911 2-WEEK BASIC

This is an 80 hour course that all dispatchers are required to attend within 1 year of their hire date. All applicants must submit the Basic 911 4 page form along with 2 blue FBI Applicant fingerprint cards. To obtain these forms, call (605) 773-3584.

**There will be optional 3 day EMD courses in addition to the 911 2-Week Basic Courses. The following is the schedule and which vendor will provide the training at no cost to the 911 basic students.

March 9 – 11, 2020 .......................................................... EMD Priority Dispatch
June 15 – 17, 2020 ........................................................... EMD PowerPhone
Emergency Medical Dispatch (EMD) Certification Course: EMD will provide communication techniques that will enable
the dispatcher to have a direct impact on the successful outcome of a medical emergency and to provide an overview of
medically-proven methods of gathering the most pertinent information in the least amount of time, while determining the
severity and urgency of the call for medical assistance. And here is the link to the course description on our web site:
https://www.powerphone.com/dispatchu/emergency-medical-dispatch/

Priority Dispatch EMD: Advanced EMD training through the IAED will help you master emergency medical dispatching on
the front lines. You will learn how to handle difficult callers, identify the correct Chief Complaint, assign needed resources,
effectively communicate between responders and callers, and provide life-saving support. This is hands-on training with real-
life examples, exciting audiovisual tools, and instructors who have spent years in EMS as dispatchers and responders.

**TERMINAL OPERATOR COURSES

Every second Tuesday of the month Law Enforcement Training will host a NCIC Limited Access Course in Pierre.
This course is 3.5 hours in duration. Course will begin at 10:00 am and finish up after lunch at 2:00 pm. Interested
persons must send in the one page Terminal Operator application and two sets of finger print cards. If you are an LEO,
finger print cards should be on file in LET, therefore no need to resend. Any questions please call 773-3584.

*3.5 HR Limited access course is required for any person operating or having access to the SDLETS/NLETS/NCIC
(teletype) system through a regular or mobile data terminal. This course is designed for those who do limited queries such as
driver’s licenses or criminal histories.

*24 HR Full access course is required for any persons who have full access to the SDLETS/NLETS/NCIC (teletype)
system and do more in-depth queries and entries. By Federal Law any person who operates a terminal that has access to the NCIC system must be certified. Please forward a Terminal Operator Application, which can be accessed from our web-site, along with 2 sets of finger print cards to Law Enforcement Training.

January 14th, 2020 – CAREER & OFFICER SURVIVAL FOR DISPATCHERS

January 15th, 2020 – THE WINNING MIND FOR WOMEN UNLEASHED (Open to all Public Safety)

Location: Pierre

About the Instructor: Sgt. Betsy Brantner Smith retired as a 29-year veteran of the Naperville, IL Police Department.
Beginning her career as a police dispatcher at age 17, Betsy dispatched for county, city and a university police agency became a
police officer four years later and has held positions in patrol, investigations, narcotics, juvenile, hostage negotiation, crime
prevention and field training. She received her four year degree from Western Illinois University in 1991, and was a class
officer and graduate of the Northwestern University Center for Public Safety's School of Staff and Command in May of 2001.

As a sergeant, she supervised her department's K-9 Unit, served as a field training sergeant, recruitment team sergeant, bike
patrol coordinator, Crowd Control Bike Team leader, and supervisor of the Community Education/Crime Prevention Unit.
Betsy served on the Elderly Services Team, the Crisis Intervention Team, and was a proud founding supervisory member of
NPD's Honor Guard Unit.

From 1999 - 2003 Betsy hosted various programs and was a content expert for the Law Enforcement Television Network
(LETN), is currently an on-air commentator and advisor for the Police One Academy and was a featured character in the
Biography Channel’s “Female Forces” reality show. Betsy also serves on the Board of Directors for Safe Call Now
an organization dedicated to providing confidential support resources to first responders.

She has been a law enforcement trainer for over 20 years and was a content expert and senior instructor for the Calibre Press
“Street Survival” seminar from 2003 through 2012. Betsy is a popular keynote speaker at conferences and events throughout
the United States, Canada and around the world. Since 1995, Betsy has authored hundreds of articles for law enforcement,
government and civilian publications including Innovations in Government, Police Marksman, Law and Order, Police Chief,
Law Officer, PoliceLink.com and LawOfficer.com. She served on the advisory board of Police Marksman magazine and is
currently a featured columnist on both PoliceOne.com and Officer.Com.

Betsy is the creator of the only course of its kind for women in law enforcement, “The Winning Mind for Women” and is the
owner of The Winning Mind LLC. Together, Betsy and Dave develop and instruct cutting edge courses through Winning Mind
Seminars and travel extensively, bringing their inspirational messages throughout the world. Betsy can be reached through her
website at www.femaleforces.com and you can follow her on Twitter as @SgtBetsySmith.

*BASIC FTO
Date: January 27 – 31, 2020
Location: Pierre

The South Dakota Highway Patrol will be hosting a Basic FTO Seminar taught by Kaminsky, Sullenberger & Associates at LET in Pierre on January 27-31, 2020. There are 20 seats available.

Please register with Sgt. Myron Norman and advise if the attendees will need lodging along with their email address. Meals will be the responsibility of the attending agency.

The suspense date for registration will be December 24, 2019.

**THREAT PATTERN RECOGNITION INSTRUCTOR COURSE**

Date: February 3 – 7, 2020
Location: Pierre

Lodging & meals provided at LET

This is an instructor level defensive tactics course on Threat Pattern Recognition by HFRG. Students should have already been certified in PPCT or TPR prior to attending this class. This course will be physically demanding and all participants should be physically able to participate fully. Wear comfortable workout clothes and shoes during training. All equipment (strike pads, batons, red man suits, etc) will be provided by LET. You will only need to bring workout clothes for each day and something to drink out of.

Participants of this course will be required to pass the TPR UoF Practical test with 100%, written test with 80% or higher as well as a graded teach back of the material presented.

All applicants that successfully complete this 40 hour course will be certified as a HFRG TPR-UoF Instructor. This certification is good for a period of three (3) years from the date on which the certification course was completed.

Human Factors Research Group began a research initiative to understand how human factors may negatively impact an officer's survival during an unexpected firefight. Human Factors is the study of human capabilities and human limitations within a specific domain. Threat Pattern Recognition (previously called PPCT) is a defensive tactics system that includes the recent studies done by HFRG and published in their March 2017 curriculum.

It will be directed to officers looking for an instructor certification in this use of force training system. The focus of use of force litigation will target negligent training (on part of the agency) or excessive force (on part of the officer). In both cases the use of force training system will be tested as valid and appropriate, as well as the reasonability of the system's design methodology.

The design methodology for the TPR UoF system is the "established rules, methods and procedures designed to select and implement a system of techniques to control unlawful, resistive or dangerous behavior".

**INSTRUCTOR DEVELOPMENT**

Date: February 10 – 14, 2020
Location: Pierre

Lodging & meals provided at LET

This is an interactive course designed to prepare individuals to determine training needs, and then develop, implement, and evaluate meaningful training for their department. Attendees learn the key to effective training is to focus on their trainees and prepare to meet those needs. Pre-class articles and a journal will be provided to students before the class. Students will produce two final projects. The first project will be a non-Law Enforcement topic lesson plan and presentation. The second project will be a Law Enforcement topic lesson plan prepared to the same standards as the first project, developed by student groups and furnished to all students on completion. The concept for the second project is to make law enforcement lesson plans available to more officers and increase agencies ability to develop their own lesson plans. Topics include: adult learning, strategies for using Multiple Intelligences, Emotional Intelligences, and Blooms Taxonomy to increase participant learning, training needs assessment, instructional methods, Problem Based Learning, instructional objectives, course outlines, lesson plan development, testing & evaluation, presentation techniques, student presentations, and development of a training lesson relevant to each individual’s future teaching assignments. Gerri Ann Eide: I attained my BS in Agriculture Education & Agricultural Journalism and MEd in Career & Technical Education from South Dakota State University. I am a leadership and educational trainer with 20 years of experience. Through the years, I’ve attended exceptional, challenging educational training sessions that forever changed my knowledge and perceptions. But like many of you, I have also attended boring, poorly executed trainings I forgot as I left the room. I gained nothing and was utterly frustrated about the waste of time. I’m dedicated as a trainer to helping others learn and implement effective educational and facilitation techniques. Through GANE Leadership Consulting, I tailor the training to meet the specific needs of attendees, growing their effectiveness as leaders, facilitators and
trainers. Training in Emotional Intelligences, Multiple Intelligences, adult learner needs, and Problem Based Learning continually come into play as I guide individuals to teach and facilitate exceptionally.

**EVENT DATA RECORDER (EDR) USE IN TRAFFIC CRASH RECONSTRUCTION – LEVEL II**

**Date:** March 2 - 6, 2020  **NOTE DATE CHANGE**

**Location:** LET in Pierre

**Lodging & meals provided at LET**

This course builds upon IPTM’s *Event Data Recorder (EDR) Use in Traffic Crash Reconstruction - Level I* by teaching you how to apply mathematical concepts to your EDR-based reconstructions. We will begin by reviewing the math and physics concepts necessary to analyze EDR data in more complex non-central collisions. Topics such as the Law of Cosines; the Law of Sines; the concept of area under the curve; vector arithmetic; momentum; closing velocity; change in velocity relationships; and the First Law of Thermodynamics (aka the Conservation of Energy) will be discussed in detail. You will learn how each of these can be used in your reconstruction.

Actual EDR reports from a variety of collisions will be utilized to show you how to determine all the values necessary for a complete reconstruction. Projects and problem sets have been designed to reinforce the materials presented during lectures and will provide you with the tools you will need to complete actual reconstructions.

**Topics Include**

- Solving momentum problems with EDR data when some data elements, such as departure speeds, departure angles, etc. are missing (aka “triangle momentum”)
- How restitution affects your momentum-based reconstruction
- The effects of rotation on delta-V and closing speed (Effective Mass Ratio)
- The effects of external forces on momentum-reconstructions
- Using new Part 563 data elements
- Handling less common EDR anomalies

**Audience:** Law enforcement and private traffic crash investigators, insurance fraud special investigators and claims adjusters, engineers, attorneys, safety officers, military investigative personnel, collision animation and simulation graphics users

**Prerequisite(s):** You must have successfully completed IPTM’s *Event Data Recorder Use in Traffic Crash Reconstruction - Level I* course or its equivalent.

**What Our Students Are Saying**

- “Both instructors very knowledgeable on the subject and made sure we understood the concept.” – Ofc. S.P
- “This class increased my knowledge of the EDRs and related it to the realistic offset crashes that are common. Both instructors are very knowledgeable of material and do everything to make sure students have an understanding of the material covered.” – M/Cpl. W.H.
- “One of the most intense and needed classes I have taken for collision recon. All of the information will be used as soon as I return to work. Rick is an excellent instructor.” – Det. J.C.
- “Mr. Ruth was outstanding. The presentation of the materials and concepts were clearly explained. I highly recommend this class to other reconstructionists.” – Trooper 1st Class M.C.
- “I have taken a bunch of IPTM classes now, one trait I have found common, all the instructors have been extremely enthusiastic, knowledgeable, helpful. This class is no exception. Thank you for expanding my world.” – Ofc. S.B.

**DWI DETECTION AND STANDARDIZED FIELD SOBRIETY TESTING (SFST) INSTRUCTOR COURSE**

**Date:** April 20 – 24, 2020

**Location:** Pierre

**Lodging & meals provided at LET**

This 40 hour course will show you how to teach the *DWI Detection and Standardized Field Sobriety Testing (SFST)* course approved by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. You will learn the proper procedures and available options for teaching the basic SFST course. Upon successful completion of the course, a complete set of lesson plans, student manuals, DVDs and instructional aides will be given to you.

**Topics Include**

- Basic instructor techniques
- Overview of alcohol, drugs and highway safety
- Review of Standardized Field Sobriety Tests including horizontal gaze nystagmus
- Proper procedures for conducting drinking exercises
- Practice teaching
Audience: Patrol officers, DUI investigators and supervisors, prosecutors, and law enforcement academy instructors - Class is restricted to current, active law enforcement and prosecutors employed by a governmental agency.

Prerequisite(s): To attend this course, you must have successfully completed a course using the NHTSA approved *DWI Detection and Standardized Field Sobriety Testing (SFST)* curriculum and be proficient in the administration of standardized field sobriety tests.

What to Bring: You are required to bring a laptop computer with a USB port.

INSTRUCTOR DEVELOPMENT

Date: April 27 – May 1, 2020
Location: Pierre, SD
Time: 8:00AM to 5:00PM (Requires outside hours to complete assignments)

This course is giving priority to Telecommunications due to its being paid out of 911 funds. Deadline to register is March 1st, 2020. After this date the open spots will be given to Law Enforcement Officers to ensure the class is full.

This class counts as part of the two required courses needed to become a commission approved firearms instructors under South Dakota state administrative rule 2:01:06:17.05.

This course will count as continuing education for approved firearms instructors under South Dakota state administrative rule 2:01:06:17.05.

This is an interactive course designed to prepare individuals to determine training needs, and then develop, implement, and evaluate meaningful training for their department. Attendees learn the key to effective training is to focus on their trainees and prepare to meet those needs.

Pre-class articles and a journal will be provided to students before the class. Students will produce two final projects. The first project will be a non-Law Enforcement topic lesson plan and presentation. The second project will be a Law Enforcement topic lesson plan prepared to the same standards as the first project, developed by student groups and furnished to all students on completion.

The concept for the second project is to make law enforcement lesson plans, relevant to something they will soon instruct, so they can take them home and use in the near future, as well as making them available to more officers and increase agencies ability to develop their own lesson plans.

Topics include: adult learning, strategies for using Multiple Intelligences, Emotional Intelligences, and Blooms Taxonomy to increase participant learning, training needs assessment, instructional methods, Problem Based Learning, instructional objectives, course outlines, lesson plan development, testing & evaluation, presentation techniques, student presentations, and development of a training lesson relevant to each individual’s future teaching assignments.

This course is presented by Gerri Ann Eide. Gerri Ann Eide: I attained my BS in Agriculture Education & Agricultural Journalism and MEd in Career & Technical Education from South Dakota State University. I am a leadership and educational trainer with 20 years of experience. Through the years, I’ve attended exceptional, challenging educational training sessions that forever changed my knowledge and perceptions. But like many of you, I have also attended boring, poorly executed trainings I forgot as I left the room. I gained nothing and was utterly frustrated about the waste of time. I’m dedicated as a trainer to helping others learn and implement effective educational and facilitation techniques. Through GANE Leadership Consulting, I tailor the training to meet the specific needs of attendees, growing their effectiveness as leaders, facilitators and trainers. Training in Emotional Intelligences, Multiple Intelligences, adult learner needs, and Problem Based Learning continually come into play as I guide individuals to teach and facilitate exceptionally.

CRIMINAL INTERDICTION

Date: May 4 – 6, 2020
Location: Pierre

CRIMINALaddiction Inc.CRIMINAL INTERDICTION and PATROLLING with SEARCH, SEIZURE and CONCEALMENT

Instructor: Greg Goltz: Greg Goltz is a 26 year veteran trooper with a large Midwest state police agency. He is the instructor for his agency in Criminal Interdiction/Patrolling and has instructed Criminal Interdiction/Patrolling to thousands of law enforcement officers and their agencies from all over the United States. Greg is a veteran Police Service Dog handler, Firearms Instructor and Team Leader for SWAT. He also worked very successfully in undercover operations purchasing illegal drugs of
all kinds. While working in the Uniform Division he has seized millions of dollars in United States currency and literally
thousands of pounds of contraband all while making normal traffic stops that he turned into Criminal Interdiction arrests.

*THE BULLETPROOF MIND*

Date: May 13, 2020
Location: Sioux Falls, SD

Police officers and soldiers know all about maintaining physical readiness for combat, but it is the mind that must first be
properly prepared, the mind which controls the hands, arms, eyes, and ears. From Lt. Col. Grossman, you’ll learn how the body
responds to lethal combat, what happens to your blood flow, your muscles, your judgment, memory, vision, and hearing when
someone is trying to kill you. You’ll learn how to keep going even if you’re shot, and how to prepare your mind for survival
instead of defeat. Lt. Col. Dave Grossman’s training is not merely information – it is armor you’ll carry throughout your life.

Educational objectives for this course include the following:

- The students will integrate, into their professions, an understanding and application of for measures for: prevention, response,
  and survival in the face of a new kind of domestic and international terrorism, as represented by the attacks in NYC, Littleton,
  Oklahoma City, and Jonesboro.

- The students will integrate, into their professions, an understanding and application of the effects of physiological arousal upon
  humans faced with close-range interpersonal aggression

- The students will integrate, into their professions, a knowledge of physiological arousal in close-range interpersonal aggression
  in order to limit and prevent undesired physiological arousal in close-range interpersonal aggression situations.

- The students will integrate, into their professions, a knowledge of physiological arousal in close-range interpersonal aggression
  in order to limit and prevent post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD).

- The students will integrate, into their professions, a knowledge of stress inoculation to close-range interpersonal aggression
  factors in order to limit and prevent undesired physiological arousal in close-range interpersonal aggression situations.

- The student will integrate, into their professions, an understanding of (1) the physiological effects of combat and (2) military
  violence enabling techniques, in order to explain the role of media violence (in TV, movies and video games) in causing violent
  crime.

Lt Col Dave Grossman, a retired U.S. Army Lieutenant Colonel, is an internationally recognized scholar, author, and speaker
who is one of the world’s foremost experts in the field of human aggression and the roots of violence and violent crime. He is
also one of the nation’s leading law enforcement trainers. Dave is a former Army Ranger, West Point psychology professor,
and Professor of Military Science who drew on his combined experience to establish a new field of scientific endeavor that he
has named “Killology”. He has served as an expert witness and consultant in numerous federal and state courts, including the
United States vs. Timothy McVeigh.

This is a grant course funded by Law Enforcement Training and hosted by the Department of Corrections in conjunction with
the Midwest Gang Investigators’ Association 2020 National Gang Conference. For additional information or to register for the
course, please contact Lt. Hunter Summers, DOC, 605-201-4479 (cell); 605-367-7208 (office) or hunter.summers@state.sd.us.
Expenses incurred for the course are the responsibility of the officer/agency.

**SCHOOL SENTINEL TRAINING**

Location: Pierre, SD
Date: June 15 – 26, 2020
Time: 8:00AM to Finish - (May require outside hours to complete assignments)

*Lodging at Law Enforcement Training*

Equipment List: See FAQ on Website or contact LET at (605)773-3584.

Law Enforcement Training provides training for all approved school sentinels. The training course for the school sentinel
program consists of at least 80 hours of training in the following subject areas.

1. Firearms proficiency
2. Use of force
3. Legal aspects
4. Weapons retention
5. Identifying protocol for identifying sentinel
6. First aid

FAQ lists additional topic areas for this training and serves as an equipment list for this course.

The school board may submit a person for school sentinel training only if the person meets the following requirements:

1. Is a citizen of the United States;
2. Is at least 21 years of age at time of appointment;
3. Has fingerprints taken by a qualified law enforcement officer;
4. Is of good moral character;
5. Is a graduate of an accredited high school or has a high school equivalency certificate acceptable to the commission;
6. Is examined by a licensed physician who certifies, on forms prescribed by the commission, that the applicant is able to perform the duties of a school sentinel;
7. Is interviewed in person by the school board or its designee and approved by the school board to apply to the school sentinel basic training course;
8. Has received written approval to apply to the school sentinel basic training course by all local law enforcement agencies with jurisdiction over the school premises in which the individual will act as a school sentinel;
9. Has not unlawfully used any prescribed drug, controlled substance, or marijuana within one year before the time of application for training; and
10. Has a valid concealed weapons permit.